Will you become a partner?
DD While KPAMRC has celebrated the 10th
Anniversary of the Group Home recently, More
and more parents are on the lookout for a place
for their wards and KPAMRC is wedded to meet
the needs of the parents.
But it needs lots of resources.
DD Will you become a partner to fulfil our objective
and be a well wisher and a good friend for all
the residents of Vishwashanti Niketan and help
answer atleast partially, the vital question of
parents ‘What after us’?
DD KPAMRC which was formed in 1978 has fullfiled
its objectives successfully during the last 40
years. It has achieved a phenominal growth.
It is now one of the main counseling centres
in Bangalore and Karnataka where parents of
persons with intellectual and developmental
disabilities come for advice and help and go
back with a ray of hope.

The Foundation Ceremony

Can you

join us and help us to ful fil their needs?
DD Any donation to KPAMRC has tax benefits
under 80G of the I.T. Act.
DD KPAMRC can also receive foreign
contributions under the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA) Reg.
No. 094420507 dated 05-08-1988 (Renewed
as per FCRA Amendment ACT 2010).

Vishwashanti Niketan (GHRC)

Sundar Nagar, Opp. Water Tank, Gejjgadahalli Road
Arshinakunte, Nelamangala, Bangalore
Tel: 91 9611717739

KPAMRC

Regd. Office: # 12, 8th Main, 3rd Cross,
Byrasandra Main Road,
Jayanagar 1st Block (East), Bangalore 560 011
Ph: +91 80 22441289, Telefax: +91 80 22444234
Email: kpamrc@gmail.com, Web: www.kpamrc.org

After Us What?

A Home Away From Home!
VISHWASHANTI NIKETAN

Group Home Rehabilitation Complex (GHRC)
A KPAMRC Project

What is it?
How did it come about?
For whom is it meant?
			
KPAMRC welcomed the idea with an open
heart and developed a project profile to
accomodate 50 persons with intellectual and
developmental disabilities on long term basis.
The estimated cost of the project was Rs. 3
crore.
The idea came from the parents of persons with
intellectual disabilities who were haunted by the
question ‘AFTER US WHAT?’. They decided to take
this idea forward.
Few of them bought a piece of land in Arshinakunte,
near Bangalore to build a home and live together
with their children at one place.
Later they had a better idea to serve a bigger cause.
They had a vision. ‘Why only for our children? Why
not for many more?’
They discussed this idea with their Association,
the Karnataka Parents Association For Mentally
Retarded Citizens [KPAMRC], formed around four
decades ago.

DD The project was launched in 2005 and was
completed by 2015. One unit out of the five
provides facilities for women / ladies to reside
exclusively and another has facilities for
vocational training and a day care centre.
DD Residential facilities are also available for
the staff to stay separately and have some
free time for themselves. The central kitchen
and the dining hall is also functioning as a
separate unit.
DD Today in all 47 young adults - men & women
- are residing at VishwashantiNiketan.
Twenty persons from the neighbourhood are
attending the day-care centre.
DD All these residents are engaged in useful
activities at VishwashantiNiketan. “A Home
Away from Home” and living a contented life.
DD Among the activities at Group Home being
conducted at present, residents are being
trained in candle making, and mat making,
cardboard box assembling, screen printing,
envelope making and computer training.
DD For expanding these activities KPAMRC has
already set up a paper cup and plate making
unit.
DD These micro commercial activities will fetch
income for the residents through the sale of
products produced by them.

